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ignificant FindirC

. -
1) Contrary to findiaas in 'Previous research, procedures do

- exist to improve the return rate typical of'job develop-
b

ment mail.surves, e.g.,

a. Draft an influeritial appeal letter stressing agency

credibility (experts power) , agency status. (referent

power)..., and the potential incentives (positive and

4 negative reinforcers) )ior the employer (reward and

coercive powers).,

b.' Enclose &brief one-page surifey that is easy for the

employer to complete.

q. Enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
/1.

2) For large businesses with personnel managers, embellish-

ments of the previously stated procedure, 'i.e., a com-
,

als
binatioA of mail and phone/ontacts witli the owner/manager

4

and personnel manager, or mail, phone, and face-to-face

contacts with the personnel manager, are promising varia-

tions. These approaches may result in employers submitting

more jobs as potential employmeht situations for indivi-

duals with disabilities.

3) For small businesses, phone alerts, contacting companies

in advance to Identify the appropx.iate person to receive

the survey,,did not improve survey return rates or the

number of jobs listed.

4) Phone follow-ups, i.e., administering the survey over the

telephone, resulted in a..dramatic increase in the number

iii
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of Surveys compleited by'imall firms but a disappointing
. -

number of additional job leads (one).

5) Contacting employers vegarding long-range employment
, ,

posslbilitie also,resulted in identification of four

immediate job openings. Upon notification of a job

opening, rehabAlitation field counselor's must act

immedi-ately to contact the employer and to refer a qualj.-

fied rehabilitation client.

I
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A Comparison of Job Development,rategies in Reh.ib.ilitation

According to Gordon (1979) , j ob development represents a

type of persuasive communication Hence, a number of factors

which affect the impa of persuasion are relevant, e.g.,

attributes of the source of the message, the content and

structure of the message, the channel (media or modality) by

which the message is transmitted, the characteristics of the,

recej.ver, and the nature of the issue contained in the message.

This model of persuasive communications can be applied to .

better understand a common problem in job development efforts

in rehabilitation, i.e., the poor returns of mailed out sur-

Noe-

veys and, therefore, identificati n of few job leads for fur-

ther cultivation. In one job develOpment study, Vandergoot
A

(1976) randomly assigned employers tG) one of two experimental

mail survey cgnditions. In the first condition employers

(N = 50) received A traditional letter describing the re

tation faCil.

viceS. The

bili

and its vocational trainihg and placement.ser-

approach (N'= 50) involved a speci.al tiva-

tional appeal delivered by way of a letter emphasizing a) h

research nAure of the project, b) the fact that the project

was not a fund raising effort, and c) theendorsement of the

project by locally Tminent businessmen. Return rates from

business and industry for the enclosed mail survey were
7

extremely low, two percent for the traditional'approach And

six percent for lathe motivational approach,.

t
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Cates (1981) also reported little success with a mail

survey. Using the strategy of varying the appeal in the ini-

tial letter to employers, Cates (1981) created four experi-
*
mental conditions. The letter to the control group (N = 100)

emphasized vocational trainlng and placement services of the

rehabilitation agency. i;lef.pecond group of employers (N = 100)

receiyed letters ttressing the "plight" of individuals with

ilities who are seeking work. The third experimental

p (N = 100) received a letter validating the rehabilitation
.1(

agency's credibility, i.e., the National Alliance of Business-

men was quoted in the letter as endorsing the program. Frially,

the fourth experimental group (N = 100) r eived a'ietter

stressing the affirmative action responsibi ities of the

employer. Overall response rate f r the four conditions was

18.75% wi,th the data supporting th

ative action approach; HCwever, o

superi.ority f the affirm-

Cly three job penings

resulted from telephone follow-ups-to eadh of the groups. In

closing, Cates (1981) concurred with Vandergoot (1976) regard-

ing the minimal effectiveness of mail survey's.

In reflecting on the lov return rate in his study,

Vandergoot._(1976) identified several factors which undoubtedly

influenced the response of the business community. For exam-

ple, the local unemployment rate was high .(8.3%). Furthermore,

rseveral other programs were competing for the attention of

employers, e.g., programs to increase the employment of

veterans aftd welfare mothers. Reflecting on variables in the

r
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model of persuasive communication, Vandergoot (1976) also

questioned the effectiveness of an impersonal approach such
1 ,

as mailing out a letter and noted that person-to-person con-

tact was probably necessary to activate the motivational

-)* . . .

appeal implicit in one of his experimental approaches.

According to Vandergoot, "It is unknown, however, whether

direct, personal contacts with businessmen, as opposed to

m'ailings could have &She any better in increasing the number

of interested businessmen. A study comparing a mailing with

a personal contact approach seems warranted" (Vandergoot,

1976, v. 75).

In essence, Vandergoot (1976) suggested that a different

channel or method of transmitting the job development message

would be more effective, i.e., personal contact with the

employer. Several other observers of job developmerit (Garza

& Mansolo, 1981; Usdane, 1976; Zadny, 1980) have also stressed

that personaf contact with the employer is critical if job

developmeht efforts are to be successful.

In an extensive review of the social psychology litera-

ture, McGuire (1969) noted a number of reasons why personal

contact is beneficial. For example, it allows for two-way

communication in which the soufce can provide feedback reg

ing concerns and misconceptions expressed by the receive

In addition, personal contact enables the source totailor

arguments .to the needs of a particular audience as well as to

provide "immediate rewards tcythe receiver for incipient
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agreement responses." By providing less opportunity for

selective avoidance on the receiver's part, personal communi-

cation also increases the attention which the receiver must

give the message (McGuire, 1969, p. 233) . In describing his

social'impact theory, Latane (1981) stated several reasons fe;

the influence of'persdnal contact. According to Latane, social

impact or, in this case, persuasion, is a function of the

strength, immediacy, and number of sources attempting to affect

a target. Personal contact, therefore, by a source may result

in increases in strength and immediacy in contrast to more

impersonal approaches such as mail surveys.

Another factor in the persuasion model with the potential

to influence the success of job development is the receiver.

For example, since businesses can be considered formal org4ni-

zations characterized by vertical communications, the probabil-

ity is high that messages entered at the top (the owner/Manager)

will reach lower levels (Bettinghaus, 1980). Hence, efforts

to convince.the owner or manager of the merits of hiring indi-

viduals with disabilities may encourage those lower in the

organizational structure, e.g., the personnel manager, to

cooperate more fully.

In--the methodology section to follow, two experimental

job development investigations are described, one with large

firms and one with small firms. 'These studies examined the

effect of varying channels or modes of communication and/or

contact persons in the organization (receivers) on job
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devefopment outcomes. For all employers involved, the issue,

content, structure, and source of the message were the same.

Based on French and Raven's (1967) definition of social power,

the appeal from project staff stressed such concerns as the

expertise and status f the sourCe (expert and referent power

respe tively), the enefits of participating in the program

(reward poiger), and the potential affirmative action benefits

of parcipation (a weak application of coercive power in

order to avoid psychological reactance {Brehm, 1966; 19721 on

the receiver's part). Following Bettinghaus' (1980) 'recom-
.

mendations, the message placed special emphasis on what the

proj'ect could do for the employer. In every Case, the under-

lying issue was the same, i.e., the impoiertance of increasing

employment of individuals with disabilitie.s.

Methodology

Large firms (50 employees orsmore)., From take 1982

Northwest Arkansas Personnel.Association mailing list, lal.ge

firms with personnel managers were selected'for the study.

These firms were assigned at random to one of four conditions

which varied in the (a) channel or mode of contact (face-to-

face versus mail) and (b) receiver (owner/manager versus per-

sonnel manager). The conditions for the large firm experi-

ment are presented in Figure 1 and described in detail in the

material to follow:

a) Condition 1 - The personnel manager (receiver)

received the appeal letter (See Appendix A), a job development
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# v
survey ,(See Appendix B).to complete, and,a stamped,- self-

addressed envelope (mail channel).

b) Condition 2 - The personnel' manager (receiver) ieceived

the appeal letter which included a suggested time and date for

a visit (face-to-face channel) from a project member. A pro-

jdct member then called to answer any questions and to confirm

the time to visit. During the visit, the staff member brietly

discussed the points in the letter-and left a survey for the

personnel managet to raiurn in a stamped, self-addressed

envelope.

c) Condition 3 - After sending the appeal letter, 4 pro-

ject member telephoned tile owner/manager (receiver) to answer

any questions abOut the project and to solicit,both the name

of the company's personnel manager and permi§sion to write the

personnel manager about the project. The let.ter to the per-

sonnel manager (mail channel) indicated that the owner had

given the project permission to request the personnel manager's

assistance with the study. The personnel manager was asked

to complete the enclosed survey and return it in a stamped,

self-addressed enveiope.

d)., Condition 4 - The appeal letter which included a ten-
,

tative time for a visit by a project member was sent to the

owner or manager (receiver). A project member then called

to confirm the time for the visit, visited the owner or mana-

ger (face-to-fate channel) , and asked for permission to con-
% -

tact the lArsonnel manager by name regarding *cooperation in



Figure 1
4e>

Experimental Conditions: Large Firms

Condition* Contacts

1 Personnel manager as
receiver; mail as channel.

2 Personnel manager as
receiver; face-;to-fabe as
channel.

3 Owner/manager as receiver;
mail as channel.

4 Owner/manager as receiver;
face-to-face as channel.

7
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the study. Subsequently, a letter was sent to the personnel

manager indicating that t'he owner had given permission far

the'personnel manager to be contacted by the project. The

personnel manager was asked to.return the-enclosed survey in

, a Stamped, self-addressedenvèlope.

Due to the combined effects of' face-to-face communication

with the top person in the organization, condition air was

expected to be the most effective in soliciting participation

of employers. Ssince conditions two and three involved either

a face-to-face communication'or contact with the top person,

they were expected to be equally effective and superior to

condition one.

Small firms (49 employees or less). SI.nc'e project staff

had time to visit only the larger firms, a secOnd'ati* was

designed for small companies. From the 1981 Chamber of Com-

merce Directory for Northwest Arkansas, small businesses

(N = 93) were assigned at random to one of three different con-'

ditions. In regard to variables in the persuasion model, this

study concentrated on the effects of different channels or

modes of contact, e.g., the mail approach versus a mail and

phone procedure. The groups were as follows:

a) Condition 1 The owner/manager was sent the standard,

appeal letter with a survey and stamped, self-addressed enve-

lope enclOsed (mail as channel).

b) Condition 2 - The standar,d message, survey, and return

envelope were mailed to the owner/manager. Those individuals

ott
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not responding by mail were involved in a telephone admini-

stration of the survey (mail and phone follow-up as channels:.

see Appendix C for the phone follow-up materials).

c) iondition 3 - A "phone alert" preceded the standard

mailing. In the phone alert, a project member ca4ed the

receptionist or appropriate secretary to identify the proper

person to ,receive the survey (mail and phone alerts as chan-

nels). Envelopes were then typed with the notation "Attention:
4

Mr. or Mrs. ft

Analysis. Variables for assessing the effectiveness of
+-

the approach inclued the number of returned surveys, the num-
\

ber bfoompanies listing jobs on the survey., and the number of

hard tb fill/high emplbyment potential jobs identified. Chi

Square analyses were used to compare the differential effec-

tiveness of the approaches.

Results

Resufts of the j6"b development survey are presented ip,

two sections, (a) results with large companies with personnel

managers (50 employees or more) and (b) results with small

companies (49 emp1oyees or less).

Large Firms

Reults for the mail s vey with large compAnies with

personnel managers are pre ented in Table 1. Based on the

information in Table 1, it is apparent that survey return

rates were simila\across 'the four conditions. In each case,

a majority of those contacted returned the survey. Return

b
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Table 1

...

i

/

,

. .,

Large Companies with Personnel Managers

..

(50'Employees or More)
6

,.

I

Conditions

2

3

Companies
Returnip

N Survey

Companies
Listing Oneb

or More Jobs
Total Number 2f

Jobs Listed
4 % # %

17 9 53 2 12

20 13 65 6 25
.

10

22 12 55 7 32 14

,
19 10 53 4 21 .5

-a
X
2 = .82 (3df), p = .84

b
X
2 = 2.59 (3df), P = .46

c
X
2 = 10.91 (3df), p = .03

\
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rates for all conditions (53% - 65%) exceeded those reported

in other job development studies (18.75%, Cates, 15'81; 2-6%,

Vandergoot, 1976). Hence, the procedure used in the study,

e.g., 1) an initial letter reflectintg certain social psycho-
^

logical principles, 2)-a brief, easy to complete survey, and

3) a stamped, self-addressed envelope appears to encourage

employer completion and retuFn o'f a job development survey.

Since the purPose of the plirvey was to develop jobs,

one important criterion for judging the utility.of the

approaches is the number of companiess-submitting job possi-

bilities in each'condition. gi data in Table 1 indicate, the

four conditions resulted in similar numbeA of eMployers list-

ing a job or jobs (X
2

(3df) = 2.59, p = Hence, the

.simplest approach of an appearletter, survey, and self-

addressed, stamped envelope would be the recommended approach

for simply involving companies. Contrary to the hypothesis

for the large firm study, varying the chftnnel or receiver had

no significant effect on survey return rates or on number of.

companies participating.

The utility of the various approaches can, however, be

viewed from another perspective, the total number of jobs

listed by companies in each of the four conditions. To test

the assumption that each condition contributed a.similar num-

ber of job leads, the goodness of fit (Feruson, 1976)

between obseryed and expected frequencies was examined. The

resulting X
2 value was 10.91 (3df), p = .03. COnditions
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, devii.ating most from the expectea fiequency were the first in

terms of fewer jobs and the second and third in terms of more

jobs.

Evidence, therefore, suggests that the personnel m'anager

is the critical receiver and that his/her particii5ation is

enhanced by a morespersonalized,approach (face-:fo-face

channel). In addition, involvement of the personnel manager

may.be increased somewhat if a prior contact (mail -and phone)
A

with the owner/mAager (receiver) has resulted-in the owner's

endorsement of the personnel manager's participa.tioh.

Neither intensive'contact with the firm (face-to-face contact .

with the owner) nor minimal contact .(a mail survey to the per-

sonnel manager) results in improved participation. Overall,

the most effective etrategy would include use of mail and phone

channels with the owner/manager (receiver) followed I;y a mail

contact with the personnel manager.

Table 2 presents the job titles obtained as a result of

the survey of large firms. Th'e Director of the local shel-

tered workshop and two-staff members (DireCtor of Client Ser-

-

vices and-Director of Work Activities) rated the appropriate-

A-kness of each of these jobs for work evaluation and simulation

in the workshop. In making the appropriatenessodecision,-the

raters considered three criteria, 1) suitability of work con-

ditions for fndividuals with disabilities, 2) the workshop's

capability to simulate thOse jobs, and 3) the probability of

clients developing satisfactory job skills. Nine jobs were

J
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Table 2

Job Titles Obtained as a Result of Survey

IN

.

.

Condition 1

(N = 17)

Condition 2

(N = 20)

'

Condition 3 .

(N = 22)-

,

Condition 4.

(N = 19)

. .

.

1. General Line 1,.

.

Food Processing 1. Die Cast -..i.

,

Live Hanger
Work: Racking Line Workers '

1

Chicken 2. Laminations 2..gox Stacker
Patties, etc. 2. Reporter

3. Electronics 3. Misc. 0

2, Bill Collector 3. Motor Newspaper Technician SublAssemny.
at Drive-In Delivery . Opera.tors

cWindow for 4. Punch PAss
- Utility , .

Company
'

a. Elnscerating N
, and Line Labor

,

5.

Operator .

Skilled

4. Fitter -
Welder

, 5. Stuffers Maintenance 5. Sewing
Machine

6. Criovac 6. Vaccinating
and Debeaking

Operator

7. Meter Tester
7. KFC Saw

8. Sewing
Machine 8. Venting
Operator

,

9. Ripper
9 . CroP4Pullers ,

10. Hock Lockers
10. Bench

.

Asseinbler 11. Laborers
.

,

12. Upholsterers

.

13.
.

General Labor

14. Production
Operator ,,,,

V. Y

1
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rated as appropriate for simulation and training in e work-

shop (see Table 3).
4

Small Firms

Results from the contacts with small employers are pxesented

in Table 4.. Somewhat higher thap figures reported in other studies

(2% to 19%), mail return rates for the one-page survey ranged

from 19% (Condition 2 before phone folloW-up),, to 35%, (Condition

1). If survey return rates 'are used as the sole criteribn, the

phone follow-up condition is cleoily the superior approach

(X
2
= 21.31 (2df), p = .001). Thpugh phone follOw-ups, project

members obtained survey responses from 25 compapies (6 by mail

and 19 by phone) in the second experimental condition. However,

the purpose of the study was to obtain job leads, not simply to

contacb employers. Since the 19 phone follow-ups resulted in

only one additional job possibility, one would question their

utility particularly since many of the contacts were toll calls.

In terms of survey replies,.the phone alert approach (26%

return rate) was no more effective than ,the mail survey proce-

dure (35% return rate). Based on the results of this study, it

would appear that the phone alert strategy doeS not merit the

additionl time and money it requires. However, results of a

phone alert might have been improved if the person who would

complete the survey was contacted: As used in this study, the

phone alert consisted of contacting the receptionist for the

name of the person to receive the survey.

Similar across all conditions, the number of small companies

2,z
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Table 3 .

Number of Appropriate Jobs for Project Purposes

(Large Companies)

Conditions

1

2 r
3

4

Number
of Jobs Yes Maybe No

2 - 1 1

10 2 3 5

14 5 /
I

5 4

5 2 1 2
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Table 4
. "N\

. Small Companies

(49 or Fewer Employees)

-

,

,

11

I

Companies
Returnina g

Conditi/ons N Survey
# %

Companies
Listing Onec, ,Total Number of

or More Jobs Jobs Listed
# % :

1

2' .

3

r%

31 11 35 3 10

,

31 25b 81b 4 13 5

.0 31 8 26 3 10 5

,

a
X
2 = 21.31 (2df), p = .001

b
6 by mail (19%) , 19 by phone

c
X
2

= .22 (2df), P =' 89

follow-up (61%)

...

t
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listing one or more jobs and the total number of jo listed

are not particularly impressive. Approximately ten p rcent of

those contacted listed a hard to fill/high turnover job Of

course, securing even a few placements as a result of thee job
v.)

leads would cast another light on the results of 'this job

development strategy with small employers.

For small firms, it appears that an explanatory letter,

survey, and self-addressed, stamped envelope is as effective a

job development strategy as those involving a phone follow-up

or phone alert. Thts conclusion is further supported by the

data in Table 5 which indicate the appropriateness of job leads
0

for project purposes. Therefore, relative to the strategies used

in this study, counselors should use the most effi'cient approach,

i.e., sending an explanatory letter with an enclosed survey and

a self-addressed, stamped envelope.

One Last Note

As a result of this study, several opportunities for imme-

diate placement of individuals with disabilities were identified.

These positions included three clerical jobs with large corpor-

ations in the area and a drive-in window bill collector for a

local utility. Informed of these openings, the local rehabili-

tation field office referred clients to three of the four posi-

tions. Unfortunately, the job at the local utility company

had been filled by A nondisabled person by the time a rehabili-

tation client applied. A local food processor hired a rehabili-

tation client for one of the clerical positions.
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Table 5

Number of Appropriate Jobs for Project Purposes

(Small Companies)

Conditions N Yes Maybe NO

1

2

3

6

6

5

-
3

0

2

1

0

1

2

6

2

,

,
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A

The second clerieal position with a large international corpor-

ation was retracted by the company. No contact was made with

the emplolfer, an independent insurance agency, regaVing the

third clerical position By responding appropriately to three

of the four job leads, the rehabilitation fielA office secured

one immediate placement as a result of this job development
4

effort.

Discussion

Large -Firms

Results of the experiment with large firms having per-..-

sonnel managers support the use of an appeal letter, mail sur-

vey, and a pretiaratory phone call to the owner/manager or a

personal visit to the personnel manager. If owners are con-

tacted,they should first receive the appeal letter f011owed by

a phone call to explain the project's objectives and to obtain

. permission to contact the personnel manager. The personnel

manager could then be sent the surVey and appeal letter which

indicates that the owner/manager sanctions the personnel mana-

ger's participation in the project. If only the.personnel mana-

ger is involved, it appears that a personal visit by the job

developer is in order.

Results of the large firm study did.not support the hypo-

thesis that face-to-face contact (channel) with the owner

(receiver) would result in the most positive job development

outcomes. By the same token, face-to-face contact (channel)

with the personnel manager 42iF) coupled with mail and
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phone contact (channel) with the owner/manager (receiver)

appears to have, beneiicial results. Depending on constraints

-of tire and money, rehabilitation counselors could periodically

follow this approach with a few selected indUstries or with a

variety of companies in their local area.

For large companies with Personnel managers, the importance

of a carefully designed appeal letter and survey should not be

lost. This letter should be written in sufficient detail to

convince company representatives that the project has the poten-

tial to prjbvide good employees at a minimal cost to the organi-

zation. This observation is consistent with the basic theme of

social exchange theory (Deutsch & KrausL 1965; Simpson, 1976),

i.e., social behavior is a function of anticipated reinforce-

ment, as well as with other reasons why organizations adopt

innovations (Go,rdon, 1979; pp. 121-123). For example, in this
4

job develOpment project, companies could'parlicipate on a small

scale, one employee at a time at no cost,*while still remaining

in complete-control of the hiring process. In additiOn, the

procedures for preparing clients fpr employment represented-

commonly accepted practices acceptable to "prganizationalPgate-,

keepers."

Small Firms

Results of the experiment with small firms support appli-

cation of the'principle of parsimony to job development with

smaller companies that do not have ersonnel managers. Overall,

the outcomes of the basic mail approach-A:appea1 letter,.one

2-
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page survey, and stamped self-addressed return envelope--were

as desirable as those of other approaches. For example,

although the telephone follow-up'to nonresponding employers

resulted in a great many more surveys being completed, it was

not effective in gaining additional job leads. The time and

effort involved in Faking 24 telephone calls, many of which'

were toll calls, to secure one additional job lead represents
1

a very poor investment

When confined only to a receptionist or secretary, the

phone alert condition proved to be unproductive. Not only did

the approach not increase response rate over the "mail only"

condition, it resulted in no additionaa job leads. One possi-,

ble way to improve this approach would be to talk directly

with the person in the business,who would complete the survey.

Of course, Ihe job developer would then run the risk Of the .

employer decllning to.participate further in the project.

Overall, the time and money spent in making these phone alerts

apparently would have been much letter spent elsewhere.

/Observations Froth,Both Studies

Another noteworthy finding of-thii study is the high rate

of survey returns, 53% to 65% from large firms and 27% to 29%

from small firms. These return fates speak well for the

effectiveness of the appeal letter and survey particularly

when the high level of local unemployment (7% to 9%) is con-

sidered. One might speculate ,a,to the reasons for the large

survey return rates.

04 2
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4

First, the letter communicated numerous reason5 why

employers should participate in the study. These reasons were

presented in terms of the bases of social power previously dis-
*

cussed. The University of Arkansas and Arkansas Rehabilitation

'Research and Training Center were introduced as reasonably high

status and creditable sources (referent and expert power). In

addition, the letter mentioned concrete indentives (reward

power) for participation, e.g., stable and loyal employees for

hard to fill/high turnover jobs. Finally, the letter made

brief reference to the role that the project might play in

helping firms meet their affirmative action'commitments (coer-

cive power).

By reaffirming the company's freedom to hire whomever they

wished, the letter attempted to guard against a reactance effect,

e.g., perceived loss of one's freedom in an important area of

4, presumed competence which results in negative affect toward the

source and message (Brehm, 1966; 1972; West & Wicklund, 1980).

This reactance effect can occur if excessive emphaSis is placed

'on civil rights or affirmative action i.equirements for hiring

individuals from minority groups. However, other research

(Cates, 1981) has indicated that, if handled appropriately,

reminders of a firm's legal obligations can be effective in'

stimulating action.

It should 'also be noted that some,employers expressed very .

positive opi4ons about the project's approach and the employ-

ment potential of individuals with disabilities. Several
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employers even provided testimonials as to the productivity and

loyalty of individuals they had hired who had disabilities.

These employer responses seemed consistent with recent research

which indicates that employers claim to be far more concerned

about a person's productivity than about the person's disability

history (Ruffner, 1981; Zadny, 1980). By the same token, only

a small percentage of employers actually listed a job or jobs

for consideration. One should not forget the conclusion of a

literature review completed by the Urban Institute (1975, p.

324) that the majority of employers do not have favorable atti-

tudes regardingring individuals with disabilities.

Of course, some of the employer endorsement of the project

may reflect an altruism effect, i.e., helping those who deserve

it (Gruder, Romer, & Korth, 1978). Because altruism is often

limited by estimates of cost or utility (Piliavin, Piliavin, &.

Rodin, 1975), the traditional safeguards built into the project,

e.T., a) employer control of the hiring and b) project commit-
:,

ment to screen and follow-up trainees, become even more impor-

tant.
?

Finally, one should not underemphasize the serendiPitous

events occurring as a result of the job development survey.

Four immediate job openings were identified and referred to the

local vocational rehabilitation field office. By following up

on three of thei(four possibilities, rehabilitation field coun-

selors secured one successful clerical plaCement in a local

poultry processing company. Although a very limited sample,
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these four job' leads underscore the significance for placement

of the old saying "Time is of the essence." For example, one

of the jobs was filled before a rehabilitation client could

apply and another was not checked on by a counselor in an

appropriate period of time.
4,

Conclusions

For job development with larger companies, the process

of an appeal letter to the owner (receiver) followed by a

phone contact with the owner and a subsequent tailored mailing

(channel) to the personnel manager including an appeal letter,

\ one page survey, and stamped, self-addressed envelope is one

recommended strategy. Another feasible approach involves a

series of mail, phone, and face-to-face contacts (channel)

/with the personnel manager (receiver). In the initial phases

of job development, smaller firms can be approached through

the mail (appeal letter, one-page survey, and self-addressed,
,.

stamped envelope). As used in this study, additional activi-

ties such as phone alerts or phone follow-ups did not improve

job development results significantly.

Regardless of the size of business beinq contacted:the

appeal letter used should sitress the advantages to the employer

of participating in the project by completing the enclosed sur-

vey. Every effort should be made to indicate that the employer

controls whether or not an individual is finally hired. The

employer, should be assured that participation will result in

additional referrals of job ready individuals whose early job'

,



performance will be monitored by project representatives..

Finally, as all rehabilitation counselors know, job leads

require immediate action. The more time that:passes between

counselor notification of a job opening and and counselor

action the more chance there is that someone other than g

rehabilitation client will obtain the job.

a

3<,-1
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APPENDIX A

Sample of job development letters

sent in Condition 3 to owner/managers

and personnel managers
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Condition 3 -- Large firms withipersonnel managers

Letter to owner/manager

Dear Owner/Manager:

Since March, 1965, the Rehabilitation Services Admini-
stration has funded a nationally recognized research center
in vocational rehabilitation at the University bf Arkansas,
Fayetteville. Co-sponsored by the University and Arkansas
Rehabilitation Services, this program, the Arkansas'Rehabil-
itation Research and Training Center, has developed many
successful rehabilitation techniques.

To enhance the employability of individuals with disa-
bil ties, the Arkansas Rehabilitation Research and Training
Cent is implementing an experimental program benefiting
both ilidustries and disabled citizens of Northwest Arkansas.
The project has several purposes: to proVide employers with
qualified, well-trained workers for high turnover or high
employment potential jobs, to help employers meet affirma-
tive action and personal commitments to nondiscriminatory
hiring, and to prepare individuals with disabilities for
satisfying and productive work roles.

The word "disability" automatically makes one think oi
limitations. But, some interesting facts exist about workers
who have a disdbility. In 1976, Du Pont Corporation reported
that properly placed people with disabilities had greater job
stability and less turnover than persons without disabilities.
Specifically, Du Pont Corporation'noted that, when compared
with nondisabled workers,

* 79% of its workers with disabilities had average
or better than average attendance recordp.

* 93% had equivalent or lower turnoVer rates, and

* 96% were rated average or better in safety, both
on and off the job.

In a recent telephone survey,

* 89% to 98% of-the employers responding in two large
cities (Portland and San Francisco) rated the per-
formance of employees with disabilities as average
or abbve average.

33
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34
Page Two (Letter to owner/manager)

In an ,effort to meet the needs of employers and disabled
citizens of Northwest Arkansas, we would appreciate your
assistance with an experimerital project designed to help peo-
ple with disabilities enter the work force. In the next few
weeks, we pian to take the following steps:

1. Identify high turnover/hard to fill or high employ-
ment potential positiqns in industry and business
in Northwest Arkansas. ,

"j2. Identify the major tasks and production level stan-

, dards of those jobs.

3. Institute vocational training in those positions at
Abilities Unlimited Sheltered Workshop in Fayetteville.

4. Train workshop clients in the positions to insure
that they can meet required job standards.

5. Recommend selected individuals for wployment in

participating indusries.

6. Provide follow-up assistance to trainees and employers.

We would like to call you soon and explain our project in

more detail. At that time, we would appreciate-the name of the

person in charge of hirin4 who could help us by completing a
brief mail survey. The purpose of the survey is to learn more

about employment opportunities in Northwest Arkansag. Comple-

tion and return of the confidential survey or .any further par-
ticipation in this program ih no way commits you to hiring any

of our trainees. You are t4e best judge of the capabilities

of-our trainees.

Research resulting from this project will discuss only

general findingle. No business or industry will be identified

in any way by name. We will be happy to share with you the

results of our study.

Thank you for taking time to read about our program. We

are looking forward to talking with you in the future.

Sincerely,

Richard T. Roessler, Ph.D.
Professor of Rehabilitation

Education
Senior Research Scientist
Arkansas Rehabilitation

Research & Training Center

36'
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Condition 3 -- Large firms with personnel managers

Letter to personnel manager

Dear Personnel Manager:

(owner/manager) indi-
cated that we might contact you for assistance.

Since March, 1965, the Rehabilitation Services Admini-
stration has funded a nationally recognized research center
in vocational rehabilitation at the University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville. Co-sponsored by the University and Arkansas
Rehabilitat±on Services, this program, the Arkansas Rehabil-
itation Research and Training Center, has developed many
succe'ssful rehabilitation techniques.

To enhance the employability of individuals with disa-
bilities, the Arkansas.Rehabilitation Research and Training
Center is implementing an experimental program benefiting/
both industries and disabled citizens of Northwest Arkansas.
The project has several purposes: to provide employers with
qualified,yell-trained workers for high turnover or high (--\\employment potential jobs, to.help employers meet affirma-
tive action and personal commitments to nondiscriminatory
-hiring, and to prepare individuals with disabilities for
satisfying and productive work roles.

The word "disability" aUtomatically makes one think of
limitations. But, so7_,interesting facts exist about workers
who have a disability. .In 1976, Du Pont Corporation reported
that properly placed people with disabilities had greater job
stability and less turnover than perSons without disabilities.
Specifically, Du Pont Corporation noted that, when compared
with nondisabled workers,

* 79% of its workers with ditsabilities had average
or better than average attendance recordsy

* 93% had equivalent or lower turnover rates, and

* 96% were rated average or better in safety, both
on and off the job.

In a recent telephone survey,

* 89% to 98% of the employers 'responding in two large
cities (Portland and San Francisco) rated the per-
formance of employees with.disabilities as average
or above average.

1St-
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Page Two (Letter to personnel manager)

In an effort to meet the needs.of employers and disabled

citiZens or Northwest Arkansas, we would appreciate your
assistance,with an experimental project designed to help peo-

ple with disabilities enter the work force. en the next few
weeks, we plan to take the following steps:

1. Identify high turniover/hard to fill or high employ-

ment potettial positions in industry and business
4 in Northwest Arkansas.

2. Identify the major tasks and production level stan-

dards of those jobs.

3. Institute vocatiohal training in those positions at
Abilities Unlimited Sheltered Workshop in Fayetteville.

4. Train workshop clients in the positions to insure

that they can meet required job standards.

5. Recommend selected individuals for employment in

participating industries.

6. Provide follow-up assistance to trainees and employers.

It would help us considerably if you would take a moment

to complete the enclosed confidential survey and return it to ,

us. The purpose of the survey is to learn more about employ-

'ment opportunities in Northwest Arkansas. ,Completion and
return of the survey or any further participation in this pro-

gram in no way'commits you to hiring any of our trainees. You

are the best judge of a person's capability to meet your

employment needs.

Research resulting from this project will discugs only

general findings. No business or industry will be identified

in any way by name. We will be happy to share with you the

results of aur-studli.

Thank you for taking time to read about our project. We

are looking forward to hearing from,you.

Sincerely,

Richard T. Roessler, Ph.D.
Professor of Rehabilitation
Education

Senior Research Scientist
Arkansas Rehabilitation

Research & Training Center
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APPENDIX B

.4
EMployer'Survey*

* Adapted from Rusch, F. & Mithaug, D.

'-Nocational training for mentally retarded adults.

Champaign,,Ill.: Research Press, 1980.
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Survey Reply Card

Name Date

Company
-.16

Please check the appropriate box(es) below:

Business Phone

1) 0 We have hired workers with disabilities in the past.

39

2) 0 We have employees with disabilities currently on our payroll.
10

3) 0 Overall, / be4ove that the program you are pioposing will benefit
people with diiabilities.

4) 0 In particular, I beiieve that your program willIbenefit our business.

5) 0 Openings in hard to fill and/or high turnover jobs currently exist
in our business. These positions include (list job titles and
reasons wh the jobs are hard to fill or have high turnover):

Job Title

Job TiaN

Reasons

. Reasons

Job Title Reasons

6) 0 We anticipate job openings in the near future. Jobs for which we will

be hiring include (list job titles):

7) 0 We would be willing to,discuss details of Your project; e.g., allowing
you to study selected jobs listed in items five and six for purposes '

of implementing vocational training in that area at Abilities Unlimited
Workshop.

8) 0 We are currently not at full employment; approximately r %

(indicate percentage) of ourWork force has ben laid off.

9) 0 We are not interested in your project at the present time.

P. S. Please provide any recommendations that will help our program be more
isuccessful:'
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'APPENDIX C

Narrative telephone.questionnaire

and da-Ea recording sheet*

4

* AdaPted from Rusch, F. & Mithaug, D.

'Vocational training for mentally retarded adults.

Champaign, Research Press, 1980.
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NARRATIVE QUESTIONNAIRE FOR TELEPHONE SURVEY

My name is . I am representing the Arkansas

Rehabilitation Research and Training Center at'the University

of Arkansas and Abilities Unlimited Sheltered Workshop of

Northwest Arkansas. As you know, we contacted you recently

regarding a vocational training program we are establishing

in Northwest Arkansas. The purpose of the program is to

identify hard.to fill/high turnover and high employment poten-

tial positions in your business and train individuals with

disabilities for these positions. The specific vocational

training would be conducted at Abilities Unlimited Sheltered

Workshop.

As you know; persons with disabilities have good atten-

dance, safety, and production records; hence, they make

excellent employees for areas where you are anticipating adding

workers or areas where you've had difficulty retaining employees.

Therefore, our plan is to identify jobAin local business and

industry which are characterized by high turnover or high

employment potential. For a select-number of these jobs,

will initiate a vocational training/work adjustment trainiig

service at Abilities Unlimited. Workshop services will t

result in a group of employment-ready individuals for industries

to interview. Participating in bur program in no way commits

you to hiring any of Our trainees, but I think you will find

the project a welcome supplement to your purrent hiring practices.
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Narrative Questionnaire, p. 2 .

Several weeks ago we sent you a letter describing our pro-

gram. Did you receive the letter? (Question 1)

Yes No.

The purpose of the letter was to learn more about business

and industry in Northwest Arkansas. In that regard, we would

appreciate your help,with a brief survey. Would you be willIng

to provide us with answers to a few brief questions?

(Question 2) Yes No.
, / ,

, t

Have you hired workers with disabilities in the past?

(Question 3) Yes No.

Do you currently have employees with disabilities on your

payroll? (Question 4) Yes No.

Do you-feel that this project will benefit people with

disabilities? (Question 5) Yes No.

Do you feel that this project will benefit your gusiness

specifically? (Question 6) Yes No.

Do openings exist in hard to fill/high turnover jobs

currently in your business? (Question 7) Yes No.

What are the job.. titles of these positions? (Question 7a)

Do you anticipate job openings in the near future?

(Question 8) Yes No.



. Narrative Questionnaire, p.

What are the job titles of these positions? (Question 8a)

45

Woilld you be willing to discuss the details of our project

in more detail, for example, allowing us to conduct an analysis

'of the jobs noted in the previous items for purposes of imple-

menting vocational training in that area at Abilities Unlimited?

(Question 9) 4/ Yes No.

What is a convenient time for us to contact you?

(Que,stion 10)

Are you currently at full employment? (Question 11)

Yes No. If not, what percentage of your work

force is laid off? %' (enter percentage).

If this program is to succeed, what recommendations would

you have for us? (Question 12)

Thank you very much for your time.
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TELEPHONE SURVEY RECORD

Company Date

Interviewer
u

Responses toipuestions:

Question 1 - Yes No

Question 2 - Yes No

Question 3 - Yes No

Question 4 - Yes No
4

Question 5 - Yes No

Question 6 = Yes No

Question 7 - Yes No

Question 7a - Job Titles:

4.

Interviewee

.0

)

.

Question 8 - Yes No

..

Question 8a - Job Titles:

1

Question 9 - Yes No

Question 10 - Convenient time

Question 11 - ___ _Yes No % Laid off

Question 12 - Recommendations:

_,


